Into the Dragon's Den

Preparing and Sending researchers to China
Legal Disclaimer

I am not a lawyer use your legal teams
Problems/Concerns

- Health/Safety of users
- VPN
- CIA
- Ease of user use
VPN

- Issue comes up every few years
- Appears to be more targeted at Chinese Nationals
- Cisco ASA Software was very hit and miss
- Testing showed SSH proxy was faster and more reliable
CIA

- Coreboot + Heads makes it easy for a user to verify integrity
- Full disk encryption helps protect confidentiality
- 2fa login/ hardware device makes it all easy.
GPG Smartcard
Booting
Not Connected
totp
ERROR: Boot Hash Mismatch

The following files failed the verification process:

/path/to/file

This could indicate a corruption.

Would you like to update your checksum now?
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